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as if the lack of multiplayer wasn't enough, rallisport challenge is missing
a total of 17 of its tracks from the console version, which was in an
attempt to make it playable across two xboxs. it was done to get this
game even close to a perfect 10, but it severely hurt its value. the pc
game has 8 of the 17 tracks, but its far from complete. it'd be an easy
chore to find the remaining tracks. while the pc has all of the tracks in the
game, it has some tracks that i swear aren't even in the xbox version! on
the plus side, the cars look incredible. graphics are great, and the use of
mirrors and player control are both excellent. steering doesn't feel as
tight as some other rally games, but the cars handle like their on rails. the
full version of this game is not just a straight up windows version of
rallycross; the pc version of the game is more like a racing game with
racing aspects, like extremeg forza motorsport 3. although still classified
as an arcade racing game, it is not nearly as easy-going as most racing
games out there. it is still the best rallying game on the market right now;
by that, i mean for being so complete that you don't have to worry about
multiplayer. it is as close to being an authentic racing simulation as there
is. the racing aspect of the game is "far" from perfect but, still, this game
is an amazing racing simulation in the pc. the single race mode has some
of the least-repetitive parts of racing games: starting the race, going to
the fuel, pulling off, getting your license (which changes the color of your
car), and answering the inevitable "you're out!" message that comes up
at the end of the race. however, once you're in it, there's usually no
turning back. racing track layouts force you to pass through multiple
sections, sometimes with huge elevation changes. on top of that, there
are multiple paths you can take to the finish line. (in fact, as you unlock
more, they all look different.) every time you race, there is a chance of a
crash. (make those two words into one sentence and it's like watching
monopoly but with cars.) several crashes actually result in time penalties,
so you're often forced to slow down and plan carefully. (although maybe i
should mention that car crashes don't seem as severe as they do in
games like race driver: grid.)
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in my opinion, one of the most unique features of rallisport challenge is
the physics model. the damage that you and your opponents inflict on

your car is not just for show. it's actually supposed to affect the course of
the race, and more often than not, make it easier for you to win. and you
will win, because the physics model is one of the best i've seen in a racing
game. cars just don't flip or go crashing into walls or the ground. they do
move, but only when they have to. this is more realistic than any other

racing game that i've played. there's also a good amount of weight to the
vehicles, so they don't just float through the air like they do in most racing

games. if you push the steering wheel, it responds just like a real car. it
doesn't feel sloppy, but it does feel realistic. i also found the control

scheme in rallisport challenge to be a good one. i didn't find it to be too
difficult to learn, but it did take a little while. however, once you get the
hang of it, you'll be able to race around with ease. the "throttle" of the

race is a trigger button. i've got the "accelerator" mapped to the b button,
and the "brake" to the x button. and that's pretty much all you need. you
can use the trigger buttons to do other things like switch to the different
view-points of the car, but i didn't find it necessary to do so. other than

that, the only other button is the "turn left" button. it's a little hard to use
while you're going through a turn, but after you get the hang of it, it's not
a problem at all. overall, i was impressed with rallisport challenge. while it

isn't the best racing game ever released, it did a very good job of
capturing the spirit of rally racing. you will be amazed at how realistic the
damage to the car will be, and how easy it is to actually have fun racing
the cars. if you're a fan of rally racing, or just racing games in general,
then i would say this is one of the best racing games that you can buy.
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